
Building A Swim Lane Process Map
Applying Mapping Basics

Supplies Needed: 
-Mapping Template OR Download Template Provided OR Pen & Paper



What Is Process Mapping?

A tool that creates a visual representation of steps, information, input and 
outputs, and who’s responsible in order to deliver a product or service
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Map the current 
State

Standard Work Training
Process 

Improvement

• Performance Measures
• Customer complaints
• Staff Feedback

 Define purpose of mapping
 Define the bookends
 Team members 

 Identify data for decision 
making (as needed)
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 Capture details 

(standard work template)
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 Future State
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Mapping



Visio Excel Diagram.net 
(Google)

Miro Lucid Chart Sticky Notes

Mapping 
Tools



Making the Map
Title & 
Shape Represents

Person or group that owns that part of the process

Beginning and end points of the process

Activity where work is performed  (verb+ noun or noun+verb)

Point where a decision creates 2 potential directions for the process

Point where part of the process waits for the next task or decision

Point where a product of the process is stored (shelf, computer)

Function

Start 
and End

Step

Deci
sion

Delay

Store



Making the Map

Arrow Represents

Solid Arrow: 
used on a basic process map or use within a swim lane when no 
physical movement of information/product occurs
Box Arrow: 
used when there is physical movement of information/product from 
one function to another, across swim lanes
Jagged arrow: 
used when there is electronic movement of information from one 
function to another, across swim lanes
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Practice Scenario
Problem:
A total of 15 customers have called in the past two weeks stating their orders were taking over 30 days to receive when they were told it would take 15 days.

Current Process for Order Fulfillment:
First, an order is received via phone. The Customer Service Representative answers the call and enters the order onto a paper order form. After the call 
the Representative date stamps the order form, sets it in the in-box until they have a total of 5 orders.  Once they have 5 orders, they deliver it to the Order 
Entry.  Order Entry date stamps the order form and enters into the computer.

At the top of the every hour, an Order Picker prints the order (packing list), picks the requested items (the process for how picking an order occurs is not 
part of this mapping session) and sets them in the holding bin with the packing list. The bin is sent to Shipping Department at the top of each hour.

The Shipping Department checks the order against the items in the bin. If the order is incorrect, the bin is sent back to the Order Picking area for re-
picking. If the order is correct, pack the order and place in postal pick-up area.

SCOPE
This team will review the Order Fulfillment process beginning with the process step of receiving an order from a customer to the final process step of placing it in the 
postal pick-up area.

OBJECTIVES (What the team wants to accomplish during event)
1. Identify the delays, reason for delay and how to fix.
2. Understand roles and responsibilities within the process
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What questions did you 
ask yourself in order to 

gain a deeper 
understanding of why the 
processes was occurring?

?

?

?

?

?



Taking a Deeper Dive
❑Who starts this process?
❑How does this process start?
❑And then what…..?
❑What happens next?
❑Does everyone use the same 

form?
❑Can we see the policy on this?
❑Why do we have to…?

What does the customer want…?
Does everyone do this step?
Tell me more about that….
Does everyone have their own 
spreadsheet?
Can other assist with the work?
How many do you process?
Tell me more about the errors…





Final Tips
❑ Listen

❑ Ask clarifying questions - why?

❑ Watch the clock

❑ Watch non-verbal body language

❑ Make sure everyone is participating

❑ Set the tone

❑ Be okay with silence

❑ Stay outrageously neutral!

❑ Read post-its out loud before posting
❑ Review the map from the start 

periodically
❑ Use 80/20 rule
❑ Try to be consistent with level of details 

mapped
❑ Ensure all follow the steps and aren’t just 

agreeing
❑ Don’t jump to solutions while mapping 

current process.
❑ Use the map to drive data-based 

decisions



What is one thing you have 
taken away or found to be 

most useful?



Questions?

?
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